February 3, 2021

Addendum Number 1
Request for Quote 21-RFQ-208782
Elastomeric Bearing Pads & Bearing Pads

This addendum is being issued to provide information as follows:

BIDDER QUESTIONS:

General
1. Do the bearing plates need to conform to the T3 requirement per the structural steel callout in the notes? Generally that level of testing is for fracture critical members not bearing plates.
   Answer: No

2. Are you wanting pricing on the upper bearing plates (EBP & FBP)?
   Answer: This RFQ is for the Elastomeric Bearing Pads & Bearing Pads only. Elastomeric Bearing Pads will not be vulcanized to the Bearing Plate as shown. Bearing Plates are part of 21-RFQ-208781 - Bearing Assembly Structural Steel, Shim Packs & Structural Fasteners

3. Are you wanting pricing on the anchor bolts?
   Answer: Anchor bolts are part of 21-RFQ-208781 - Bearing Assembly Structural Steel, Shim Packs & Structural Fasteners.

4. What is your standard review period for submittals?
   Answer: We typically estimate and strive for a 7-10 day turn around, but this is dependent on the completeness, accuracy and amount of requested deviations or changes from the plans of the submittals.

5. Bearing Pads BP-1 & BP-2 are fully defined on the attached, but EP-1 (pg 10) and EP-2 (pg 11) don’t indicate the material thickness.

6. I cannot find bearing pad drawings for FB-1 & FB-2. Page 12 contains the fixed bearings FB-1 & FB-2, but these appear to be side views of the bearing assemblies and neither call for a “FB” component.

Please acknowledge receipt of this and all addendums via email. All other dates, terms and conditions remain unchanged.

Please direct all responses and/or questions concerning this solicitation to Candice Humphrey, via email; HumphreyC@akrr.com.

Respectfully,
Candice H. Humphrey
Contract Administration Specialist
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